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What was the inspiration behind the cover you designed for 
Opulence?
I began to explore this concept or idea of contrast 
between a “pop-art” inspired portrait layered with 
something a little morbid and unusual, like the dead 
moths. I think for about seventeen days I worked 
nonstop until I had these images perfect. Originally I 
used photos of road kill to layer the portraits, but it was 
unsatisfying, they were clunky and pretty disgusting 
visually. 

One morning as I was heading to work I noticed a 
weathered moth that had decayed on my driveway, I 
knew as soon as I saw it that is would be perfect for 
my concept. It was so delicate and intricate yet still had 
that morbidity factor that was a key component of the 
images.

If you could design another cover for Opulence and had no 
limitations, what would you do?
I went to an art exhibition by Gunther von-Hagens 
when I was about eighteen; on display were real human 
bodies revealing various anatomy through Plastination 
(a form of preservation) it was quite confronting and 
intimidating, yet so captivating and beautiful. I’d like 
to explore the idea of photographing these bodies 
interacting with living bodies, something along those 
lines.

What advice would you have for Opulence readers designing 
their own cover?
I think it helps if it is an image that strikes the eye 
immediately if you hold the magazine at arm’s length, but 
if possible has other details to look at when you inspect 
it more closely. Find a theme and peruse it with a strong 
motive as to why. 

kitty maxwell
on her concepts behind issue 57
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searching for spontaneity
RECENTLY WE SAT DOWN WITH PHOTOGRAPHER, MICHAEL MIGHALL TO 

DISCUSS ART, CULTURE AND THE TRIALS AND TRIBULATINS OF LIFE ON THE ROAD.

Michael Mighall is an Australian 
artist/photographer making waves for 
his elaborately devised photographs 
of small-town life, portraying the 
routine and familiar to find images 
that are haunting, surreal and 
isolating. For the past three years 
Michael has lived a gypsy lifestyle, 
country skipping on his quest to 
document the trials of life and to cap 
stories, thoughts and ideas in still. 
His images are rich in story; detail 
is balanced with a striking lack of 
information, depth and shadow. The 
effect of this combination of visual 
detail and narrative restraint is that 
there are as many narratives possible 
for each of his images as there are 
viewers of it.
..........................................................

What makes a good photographer?
Someone who lives and breathes to 
photograph, will know and respect 
their subject matter to the point 
where it becomes a part of them, 
and can present it in a new and 
compelling form.

How did you became a professional 
photographer?
Photography and art in general have 
always been an integral part of me 

since first being inspired by an art 
class in high school. At the same 
time my older brother was studying 
photography, when he let me watch 
him print photos in the darkroom I 
became entranced by watching the 
blank paper develop into an image. It 
was at that point I became hooked.

Being paid to travel the world 
photographing breathtaking 
scenery sounds to many like a 
dream job. How much truth is 
behind this romanticised thought?
It definitely is true that travelling 
to beautiful locations and getting 
paid to photograph them is a 
dream job, but most people don’t 
understand that the actual travelling 
and photographing is only about 
ten to twenty percent of the job. 
The rest entails many hours in the 
office or studio editing, marketing, 
advertising, delivering images to 
clients, networking via social media, 
archiving and organizing images, it 
can be overwhelmingly mundane.

How does a photographer decide 
where to travel and what to 
photograph?
I look for locations that excite my 
imagination and speak to me. I’m 

always looking for out of the way 
locations that provide unique images 
rarely photographed before. 
However being a successful 
professional photographer also means 
working in locations that have been 
photographed many times over.

Which part of the world is your 
favourite to photograph and where 
do you hope to travel in the future?
Generally I am drawn to isolated 
industrial towns. The Pacific 
Northwest including British 
Columbia has to be my favourite. 
There is such a range of subject 
matter available there.

What kind of feedback have you 
received from the public?
People comment that my photos are 
places they may never be able to visit. 
I’ve also had viewers comment that 
seeing my photos in a calendar or 
poster has brightened their day. It’s a 
great feeling to know that in my own 
small way I can have a such a positive 
affect on people.

Is there a set of criteria which makes 
a photograph objectively beautiful?
I don’t think so, and I don’t always
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consciously look for compositions 
that fit criteria such the rule of 
thirds and such. Over the years I’ve 
seen many great photographs by 
famous photographers that break all 
the rules.

Have your photographs ever been 
lost or deleted?
So far I’ve been pretty lucky and 
have only accidentally deleted a 
small number of images. Of course 
it’s frustrating but then it gives you 
a new opportunity to go back and 
do a better job photographing that 
location. If it’s gone it’s gone, better 
to learn from your mistake and 
move on. 
Interestingly, the few times it has 
happened I’ve gone back to re-shoot 
the location and have made better 
images the second time around.

What do you see when you look at 
the world?
I see a living planet rich with an 
astounding diversity of landscapes, 
all of them magnificent in their 
own special way. A planet that 
is continually recycling itself 
and creating new and wondrous 
surprises. I only wish that I could 

live long enough to photograph 
them all!

Can you talk about the benefits 
and challenges presented by 
technology to professional 
photographers and to the field as a 
whole?
One of the greatest benefits of the 
digital age is the huge amount of 
creativity and precision which 
photographers never had with film. 
However the digital age has not 
really simplified or lowered the cost 
of photography as much as some 
may think. 

To maintain a living as a 
professional  photographer it’s 
not nearly good enough to just 
get a handful of pretty pictures 
and post them online. Aspiring 
photographers will ultimately 
need to upgrade to professional 
level equipment and accessories to 
create the ever increasing quality of 
images needed to succeed in such a 
competitive business.

Then there’s the complex task of 
processing and archiving images in 
various software applications and 

the constant upgrading that needs 
to be done. All of this technology is 
constantly changing at a rapid pace 
and it can be very difficult to keep 
up with it, also the cost of which can 
be very expensive to upgrade. 

I have some rapid fire questions 
for you
Okay, I’m intrigued. shoot!

Would you rather a time machine 
or a teleporting machine?
A time machine

Would you rather have a flower, 
an insect or a library named after 
you?
A flower

Would you rather be stuck in 
an elevator with MacGyver or 
Batman?
MacGyver

If Superman and the Incredible 
Hulk were to arm wrestle, who 
would win?
The Incredible Hulk

“Over the years I’ve seen many great photographs by 
famous photographers that break all the rules”
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a r k i v e
ENGLISH BORN JAKE VRNAM, OWNER OF RKIVE VINTAGE, SHEDS SOME 

LIGHT ON TRUE LONDON VINTAGE.

From humble beginnings in Shoreditch, East London, 
Jake Varnam has been a permanent vintage market trader 
on London’s famous Brick Lane for the past four years, 
with over 10 years of experience in the industry. 

“When I moved to London I became the head of 
menswear for one of the biggest vintage firms in the 
worlds, Rokit vintage.”

From this position, Varnam met his wife. On moving 
back to Australia they established Arkive. “I met my wife, 
well to be at the time, Angie, who used to be the general 
manager of the store, and we went on holiday to Florence 
Italy, we were sitting at a cafe thinking of some possible 
adventures we could do together, obviously vintage being 
natural thing, then we opened up Arkive a year later.”

Stocking an eclectic and on-trend mix of quality vintage 
clothing, accessories and homewares spanning decades 
from the 1920s to 1990s. With an extensive range of men’s 
and ladies fashion sourced from around the world.

“Most of our items are sourced in the UK and our supplier 
in the UK is one of the biggest vintage suppliers in the 

world and arguably the biggest in Europe, they source 
majority of clothing from France, Germany and England. 
I would say ninety nine percent of the mix we get from 
our supplier in the UK would be British, so we get a 
nice mix of British heritage items in store, and that’s our 
unique selling point, is the fact that we have European 
vintage as opposed to American vintage.”

Up cycled and revived Arkive vintage take the lead in 
supplying contemporary vintage fashion. “So one of the 
ways in which we contemporise our clothing is we rework 
our product, we then take the items and re-tailor a lot of 
them.”

“We also take old leather jackets and old suede jackets that 
are perhaps too big, unfashionable or unusable in some 
way, and we use that material and make them into high 
wasted, 70’s styled shorts or pencil skirts.”

From high streets in London, style plays a massive role 
in Jakes life and is reflected by the items in Arkive. What 
about his own style and how to achieve such bold looks. “I 
would say my fashion style is influenced incredibly by the 
streets of London, when I first moved to London I dressed 
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very differently. Having the abundance of culture, 
ethnicities, music, colours and different creative 
people, that create this great melting pot of different 
ideas and fashions that really reflects in the street 
fashion.”

“Don’t be afraid of vintage fashion, a lot of people 
are intimidated by vintage fashion, if you don’t want 
to  be a  connoisseur the best way to wear vintage is 
to contemporise it with some high street pieces.”
You can check out ARKIVE vintage on their site.

ARKIVEVINTAGE.COM

“Don’t be afraid of vintage 
fashion - a lot of people are
intimidated.”
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coming attractions
ZOE LOU MAKES MELANCHOLIC ELECTROPOP, WHICH BELIES THE AUS-

TRALIAN/AUSTRIAN’S SUPER-BUBBLY PERSONALITY.ALTHOUGH SHES 
ONLY HAD ONE OFFICIAL RELEASE - THE ETHEREAL TRACK, TITLED 
‘SAMPSON’ - SHES ALREADY BECOME ONE OF THE MOST BLOGGED 

ABOUT MUSICIANS OF 2014. 

What age did you get into music? 
I’ve been making music for a while, but then 
this started happening and its let me be more 
out in the open, this chance sort of appeared 
and I kind of jumped on the train, you know?
What was the chance?
My manager put my music online along with a 
photo, over a week’s time, everything changed 
dramatically
You’re 21?
I just turned 22.
How did you celebrate?
I was travelling at the time, I bought a bottle 
of cheap red wine and cheese on an airplane 
and sat and celebrated with my brother. It was 
pretty pathetic really.
You didn’t just sing ‘happy birthday’ to 
yourself? Actually, that would have been 
even sadder.
Do you have any celebrity crushes?
Arctic Monkeys’, Alex Turner plays with my 
heartstrings, just a little.
Have you met any famous musicians yet? 
Is that a weird question to ask? I always 
assume all musicians know each other, but 
that not true. 
I met one guy from daft punk, he was really 
funny – a very inspiring person, he tried to 
give me advice.
It didn’t work?
Not really, but he was really funny; I didn’t 

know whether to take him seriously or not. It 
wasn’t until after that I realised who he was.
Does the thought of success ever freak you 
out?
The only thing that freaks me out is that I 
want everything to be good. I want to keep 
putting things out but at the same time make 
sure I’m really proud of it.
You mentioned ‘Twin Peaks’ to me before 
the interview –I am assuming you’re a David 
Lynch fan?
Yes, definitely! Film inspires me to write. 
When I write I try to think of a narrative. I’m 
not a classic writer, everything is self taught. 
People tell me you’re bit of a wild child?
Yes...yeah [laughs] I don’t sniff glue or 
anything like that, if that’s what you’re 
implying, I do enjoy a good drinking 
game.
What’s your favourite?
Roxanne
Roxanne?
Yeah, you sit around a table and play the 
song ‘Roxanne’ by the Police. Every time 
you hear the name Roxanne, one team 
has to stand up and drink. When you hear 
‘Red Light’, the other team has to stand 
and drink. Near the end it gets crazy.
 
I’m going to have to try that one∞






